METBD 111, Section 001: SOLIDS MODELING II

INSTRUCTOR:

Robert Michael
8 Prischak Building
898-6192
rxm61@psu.edu
Web Site: http://engr.bd.psu.edu/rxm61

Office Hours:
Tuesday: 2:00 – 3:00 pm
Thursday: 2:00 – 3:00 pm
Friday: 11:00 – 12:00 pm
(others by appointment)

Required Text

- Computer disk(s) for back-ups.
- Notebooks – Use 3” 3-ring binder from METBD110. It must include:
  - PSU-Erie Standards
  - 110 pro-e stuff
  - 110 dimensioning notes and handouts
  - Follow same format as laid out in METBD 110
  - Make a new cover page to include new instructors name, new course and section number

Course Description

Creation of working drawings from solid models. Assembly methods, relation driven parts and assemblies. Tolerancing, GD&T, threads and fasteners and bill of materials.

Introduction:

Working drawings are often the final product of an engineering office. They are the means by which a design concept is communicated to those people who approve and manufacture the designed product. In your career as an engineer, you will be called upon to create, or supervise the creation of, drawings which will be used to make something. Errors made on a drawing often result in very expensive changes and a lot of scrapped parts. Because of the cost of errors, the ability to create neat and accurate drawings is an essential talent employers require of an engineer. The primary goal for the students in this course is to learn how to create a set of working drawings for some product. All of the activities, readings and course lectures are meant to support this goal.

Course Objectives

After completing this course, students should be able to:

1. Make a set of working drawings for a mechanical product.
2. Create solid model assemblies using fully constrained components and check for interferences.
3. Model new parts in the context of an assembly.
4. Create an assembly drawing of a mechanical product with a part list and item balloons.
5. Use mathematical relations to drive solid models.
6. Use family tables to create different configurations of solid models.
7. Extract partial, auxiliary, and section views from solid models.
8. Compute limits, allowance and fits for mating features.
9. Represent geometric tolerances on a drawing and understand their meaning.
10. Compute bonus tolerance associated with a position tolerance.
11. Specify and represent threaded shafts and holes on detail drawings.

Grading Policy

Course Grade Distribution:

- Graded Activities, Quizzes, Attendance ........ 40%
- Exam I ......................................................... 20%
- Exam 2 ......................................................... 20%
- Project ......................................................... 20%

Grading Scale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>93-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-</td>
<td>90-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B+</td>
<td>87-89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>83-86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-</td>
<td>80-82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C+</td>
<td>77-79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>70-76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>65-69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Below 65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attendance Policy

Attendance is REQUIRED, although role will not be regularly taken. You are responsible for material covered during an absence from class. Likewise, classroom disruptions will not be tolerated (e.g. talking during lecture, using profanities, etc…).

Academic Integrity Policy

Penn State Erie puts a very high value on academic integrity, and violations are not tolerated. Academic integrity is one of Penn State’s four principles to which all students must abide. This principle states:

I will practice academic integrity. Academic integrity is a basic guiding principle for all academic activity at Penn State University, allowing the pursuit of scholarly activity in an open, honest, and responsible manner. In accordance with the University’s Code of Conduct, I will practice integrity in regard to all academic assignments. I will not engage in or tolerate acts of falsification, misrepresentation, or deception because such acts of dishonesty violate the fundamental ethical principles of the University community and compromise the worth of work completed by others.

Any violation of academic integrity will receive academic and possibly disciplinary sanctions, including the possible awarding of an XF grade which is recorded on the transcript and states that failure of the course was due to an act of academic dishonesty. All acts of academic dishonesty are recorded so repeat offenders can be sanctioned accordingly.

Examination Policy

Examinations and quizzes (called in-class assignments) may be made up at the discretion of the instructor upon presentation of a valid doctor’s excuse or University
authorized justification for the absence. You must notify the instructor prior to the absence. Students will not be permitted to share anything during a quiz or examination.

Additional Information

Resources and Materials:

- Angel
- Handouts
- Textbook
- Penn State Erie Graphics Standards
- Pro/ENGINEER Help Files
- Other Students - i.e., asking questions, discussing concepts, verbally working through the problem, etc. This does NOT mean sharing each others work!
- Tutors
- Instructor
- Textbooks from the John Lilley Library (access to all PSU libraries)
- World Wide Web

Course Comments:

- Homework assigned during the week is due at the beginning of the first class of the following week unless otherwise noted. They are to be placed on the instructor's desk BEFORE class starts. Once the instructor has started to grade an assignment, late plates will not be accepted. Late assignments are to be completed on your own time, not during class.
- You may discuss homework activities with other students, but you may not copy one another’s work. Additionally, you may not look at another person’s work to “see how they did it” - this is really copying the work of another.
- Please pay attention during class lectures and discussions. So that you are not distracted, please shut your computer monitor off during class discussions, unless otherwise directed.
  - Working on any computer during instructor lectures is inappropriate. Any student observed violating this policy will not receive any instructor assistance during that period. This includes “trying” the procedures being presented. If the instructor wants the students to test certain operations on their system, they will be so informed. I expect you to pay attention, take good notes, and ask questions during class.
- I will be communicating in between classes with you via e-mail and on the Announcements page in Angel. You will be expected to check your e-mail and the Angel on a regular basis.
- Examinations and quizzes (called in-class assignments) may be made up at the discretion of the instructor upon presentation of a valid doctor's excuse or University authorized justification for the absence. You must notify the instructor prior to the absence. Students will not be permitted to share anything during a quiz or examination.
- You are expected to strive to produce neat and accurate work. There is no excuse for sloppy or poorly prepared assignments. A failing grade may be assigned for the course if all assigned work is not satisfactorily completed.

Required Work Products and Their Associated Performance Criteria:

- Solid Models
  - Use appropriate modeling techniques and include all required features in the model.
  - All modeled features are the correct size and in the proper location.
o Any specified design intent must be captured by the solid models created.

- Assemblies
  o Appropriate use of top-down or bottom up modeling techniques.
  o All parts are present, properly oriented and fully constrained. *Assemblies with unconstrained components will be docked 10%.*

- Detail Drawings
  o All detail drawings are to be complete, accurate and aesthetically appealing.
  o Use the standard titleblock format and an appropriate sheet size. The views should be as large as possible without giving the appearance of being crowded.
  o All necessary shape information is provided to completely describe the part. You must show hidden lines on a drawing view. If your hidden lines appear as object lines, your drawing grade will be reduced by 10%. Do NOT show hidden lines on a section view.
  o Do not show datums, axes, or their labels on a drawing. *Your drawing grade will be reduced by 10% for doing so.*
  o Do not show tangent edges on a detail drawing. *Your drawing grade will be reduced by 10% for doing so.*
  o Significant dimensioning errors will result in drawing grade reduction of at least 10%. Individual activity sheets will have more specific information as necessary.
  o Necessary size information is provided and placed on the drawing in accordance with the ANSI Y14.5 and the Penn State Erie College Graphics Standard.
  o Features of size are tolerated correctly.
  o When required, geometric characteristics are controlled properly using proper symbols. (GD&T)
  o See the Penn State Erie Graphics Standard for specific requirements for creating a detail drawing.

- Assembly Drawings
  o Use pictorial, exploded pictorial or orthographic views as appropriate when creating an assembly drawing.
  o All parts of the assembly shown are to be labeled using balloons. Item balloons should line up vertically or along one of the isometric axes. Whenever possible, make the arrows parallel to one another.
  o Include a parts list of all of the parts in the assembly. This includes all standard and non-standard parts. Use proper designations for all standard parts in the parts list.
  o Do not show hidden lines on an assembly drawing, unless necessary to promote clarity of the part.
  o Tangent edges are often shown in pictorial drawings to show fillets and rounds. Only use tangent edges to promote clarity of the drawing.

- Printed Model Information
  o Text output from the solid modeler must be edited to include your name, the course and section number and the date in the upper right corner of the sheet.
  o Staple the sheets in proper order before submitting for grade.

- Calculations and Worksheets
  o All calculations should be neatly done on engineering calculation paper. Only use one side of the page. Be sure to date and initial the pages of your calculations. Your name, course and section number and the date should appear on each sheet. Use labels and titles to make your calculations readable.
  o Print neatly. If your work or answers cannot be read, they will be marked wrong.
• Pay attention to the number of decimal places you record for your answers. 0.001 is not the same as 0.0001.

PSU COMPUTER USAGE POLICY:

Because you are expected to use Penn State computer resources properly, you should be familiar with the following Penn State Policies and Guidelines found at http://cac.psu.edu/policies/:

- Computer and Network Security (AD20)
- Computer and Software Misuse (from Student Guide to General University Policies and Rules)
- Chain Letters
- Ethical and Legal Use of Digital Media at Penn State
- Password Policy
- Copyright Resources (All of the ones listed under "Penn State" and "External")

NOTE: A FAILURE GRADE WILL BE GIVEN IF ALL THE ASSIGNED WORK IS NOT Satisfactorily COMPLETED. ACADEMIC DISHONESTY WILL NOT BE TOLERATED AND MAY RESULT IN A FAILURE GRADE FOR THE COURSE.